2023-2024
How to tell if a FULL-TIME learning Plan has “ENOUGH” in it
*a student is full time if they have 5-7 weight of classes on their schedule. If they have 5-7 weight of classes, they do not have the option of being part time.

**English AND Math**

(w/5-7 classes) =

Full schedule with close to **28 hours**

(Kinders who have Montessori, Fundergarten, FFS, S2Go, Co-op or Bookshark are 28hrs)

Good to Go!

**English OR Math**

+ 

**Science AND Social Studies**

(w/5-7 classes) =

Full schedule with close to **28 hours**

Good to Go!

**English OR Math**

+ 

**Science OR Social Studies**

(w/5-7 classes) =

Full schedule with close to **28 hours**

If you have a full schedule and enough hours:
Talk to an WSLP consultant/teacher.

If you need more classes or hours:

- Add an onsite course in a CORE area you are missing.
- OR
- Add an offsite course in a CORE area you are missing

**NO English OR Math**

(w/5-7 classes) =

Full schedule with close to **28 hours**

- Add an English and/or Math class and see which of the previous situations applies to you. The class can either be onsite or offsite.

*Less than 5 weight of classes may desire part time enrollment in which case they don’t need any core but ALL students need to have at least 2 CLASSES on their Learning Plan*